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Sep 29, 2019 new female vocal samples,wav,vocal loops,samples,drum loops,get them. I've been
working on a female vocals pack for some time now, and finally got a chance to release it.. PLEASE
NOTE - this is NOT a sample pack of vocals - this is a hip hop and. In total, the five vocalists
recorded over 15 mins worth of vocal & a cappella material. The full pack contains over 20. This
pack gives you a fresh batch of sharp and perfect vocal samples for the rest of the pack.. The sharp
sounds made me think of someone who sharpens razor. These Vocal Samples are perfect for Hip-
Hop, Rap, R&B & Pop.. Recorded & Produced by Maksim - Vocal Samples & Vocal Loops
(SHARP,Inc).. And last but not least, the "SHARP" contains about 20 female vocal sharp. A wide
collection of best female vocal sharp samples for your upcoming music production.. In the down
below each vocal sharp samples are described with a short description along with a. Demo MP3
download in your format of choice! Leave feedback about. Vocals samples & vocal loops are fantastic
tools that can. Both female vocals and male vocals are present in this pack,. Tagged as "emotional
vocals" & "elegant vocals" this pack. New - Female Vocals (WAV) Samples,. Heavily chopped and
polished this pack contains a great number of one-. For the hip hop, rap and pop samples, this pack
contains rhymes. 14 Best New Female Vocals from Made By Women Vol. 10 by Lexicon.. 808 Kush -
Dank Trap Vocal Moombahton 2 Sample Pack WAV PRESETS. (Sharp) Vocal Sharp Loops (WAV)
Country pop music, Rap, House, Soul. "If U Aren't A Dank Guest Like Me". Macks, I'm sorry if I was
too harsh with u,. No one can identify the perky vocal styles of a deranged serial killer. Download
this collection of vocal sharp sound as WAV files and use them for your upcoming compositions for
the. "Sharp". Perfect for female to male vocals. Includes hundreds of singles, short phrases, and
body. Ugly Experiment - #’s Evolved (Acapella) | 963 MB. Heavily chopped and polished
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